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ABSTRACT:

There are several mechanisms of ageing or damage in nuclear components, of which the best known
can be classified into three categories : generalized damage mechanisms (wear, corrosion,
erosion,...), local damage phenomena (fatigue, corrosion,...) and material property degradations. For
ageing evaluation, the first requirement is a good understanding of the damage mechanisms and the
determination of the kinetic laws and major influencing factors. When these factors are measurable
physical parameters, ageing monitoring and periodic evaluation of damage level become possible.
From the set of tools available for ageing evaluation, four are presented here in more detail: the
transient logging procedure, the defect injuriousness analysis, the fatiguemeter, the probabilistic
approach to structural integrity.

INTRODUCTION

During operation nuclear power plant components are submitted to a set of conditions and loadings of a
mechanical, thermal, chemical or other nature. These conditions can have consequences in terms of
damage, like thinning of walls, wear and corrosion, initiation and propagation of defects due to fatigue or
corrosion, deterioration of material properties due to ageing or neutron irradiation embrittlement.

At the design stage, analyses and tests are performed on equipment in order to ensure resistance to
those actions. The designer establishes, in a conservative manner, the list of all the actions which will
affect each component. On this basis, and in accordance with the regulation and the design codes, the
structural integrity with regard to several failure modes is verified. Furthermore, particular care is taken in
the manufacturing of the components.

During operation of the unit, the utility has to ensure the integrity of the components. Several strategies
can be applied :

• to verify that the operating loadings are in fact represented by the loadings that have been foreseen
and listed at the design stage,

• to record the actual operating loadings and to analyze them in order to prove the integrity of the
components at all times,

• to monitor the effects of these conditions and loadings and to ensure there is no risk of failure. This
includes, in particular, inspection of flaws, wall thickness measurements, etc

In FRANCE, these three strategies are applied simultaneously.

Life extension of a component can be considered in the following cases :

• the comparison between the actual operating loadings and the design loadings shows a "margin in
hand",

• the analyses of operating loadings shows that the damage parameters are lower than their limit
values,

• no harmful defect exists.



Several fields of activity are of particular importance :

• to have a good knowledge of degradation mechanisms and of the actions that have an influence,

• to evaluate the material states (by expert survey on structures and material, by NDE),

• to analyze the process data in order to predict ageing.

This paper emphasizes point 1 and point 3.

1 . KNOWLEDGE OF LOADINGS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON DAMAGE

From all the possible degradation and ageing mechanisms those which potentially limit the life of a
component can be classified into three categories :

1.1. MECHANISMS OF GENERALIZED DAMAGE

Mechanisms of generalized damage that can be defined by loss of material and wall thinning. They can
potentially lead to failure through collapse. Among the various wall thinning mechanisms, one can
distinguish :

a) Wear phenomenon

Wear occurs when sliding parts of an equipment come into contact. Among the heavy
components in PWR plants, wear occurs at the control rods and their housings or in the region of
the connection between the SG tubes and the tube support plates.

b) Generalized corrosion

Generalized corrosion involves the oxidation of the metal and affects uniformly the whole surface
in contact with the environment.
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This kind of corrosion, even if it starts rather fast, slows down as soon as a protecting layer is
formed at the inside wall. This phenomenon could be taken into account at design stage through
forecast of an additional thickness sufficient for compensation of the wall thinning during the
forseen lifetime. In FRANCE, this additionnal thickness is significant especially for the secondary
system (ferritic steel without clad). In the primary system all ferritic equipments are clad at the
internal side with stainless steel and, therefore, the generalized corrosion mechanism is
negligible.

One shall note that, for this optimistic description of the phenomenon, the development of such
a protecting layer is well accepted. This could be brought in question for several reasons,
particularly when some typical mechanical effects occur (cavitation,...).

It seems finally that this kind of corrosion is not very dangerous for the components in the PWR's.



c) Erosion - corrosion

Erosion-corrosion is a flow-assisted corrosion mechanism (a joint chemical and mechanical
phenomenon). Soluble iron oxide go over from steel to the water and are evacuated through the
flow effect, contributing to loss of material and thinning of the pipe during the time. This
phenomenon is dependent on various parameters (piping material, flowrate, chemical
environment, temperature,... see illustration in figure 1), but it affects mostly carbon steel piping
carrying water or wet steam. This damage mechanism occurs in secondary piping and, in
FRANCE, has been observed until today only in a few locations of secondary system (outside the
nuclear island).

1.2. MECHANISMS OF LOCALIZED DAMAGE

Mechanisms of localized damage can be characterized by the initiation and/or the propagation of flaws.
They are associated with the level of local stress in a zone and with the environmental conditions.

a) Fatigue of components

Fatigue damage that may ultimately lead to cracking failure is a two steps damage mechanism :

• the step of the initiation of a crack in a high stressed area,

• the step of the crack growth.

This mechanism is caused essentially by mechanical and thermal loadings and their cycling. The
conditions of the environment should intervene through the values of resistance towards
initiation or the crack propagation laws (in that way, a corrosive medium has an influence on crack
propagation rates).

These steps of initiation and propagation of flaws can appear in a high stressed zone from an
undamaged component, but also in components with preexisting defects, which origin could be
for example manufacturing and welding.

At the design stage, one provide against fatigue failure, by well designing and drawing of the
component geometry (no sharp edges) and of the layout and the supports in the piping systems,
and also by doing a fatigue analysis of the most loaded components. This analysis is done
according to the specifications of design codes (ASME [1], RCC-M [2], ...) and taking into
account in a conservative manner all the set of forseeable operating conditions during the
foreseen lifetime.

During the operation of the plants, it is recommended to check the validity of this analysis by
analyzing and logging the real operating loadings (see § 2.1.)

Among the major causes of failure risk through fatigue, one can note :

• thermal loadings. The operation of plants as in FRANCE as abroad shows, on one side, a gap
between the foreseen loadings and the real loadings and, on the other side, loadings which
were not analyzed at design step. Amont these, the phenomenon of thermal stratification
gives raise to big efforts for understanding and analyses,

• the particular behaviour of geometrical singularities and zones with stress concentration. It
affects especially thermal sleeves connected to the nozzle with fillet weld or socket weldings.
A specific methodology for analyzing them has been developed in FRANCE ; this
methodology uses a particular stress value and fatigue curves fitted to this particular
behaviour. Figure 3 shows fatigue curves used for these components.



b) Stress corrosion

This damage mechanism is due to simultaneous action of stress and environment. It includes a
localized attack which leads after a period of initiation to intergranular cracking (IGSCC - case of
austenitic steels like Nickel alloys), transgranular (TGSCC) or also mixed cracking. Numerous
degradations in plants are related to this very complex damage mechanism which depends on
several parameters (see for example effect of oxygen concentration on figure 2).

1.3. EVOLUTION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The design integrity analyses take into account material properties which correspond to their initial state
and as delivered. Degradation of these properties during operation could compromise the margins of
integrity.

Two mechanisms of properties degradation are of particular interest for the components in PWRs.

a) Thermal ageing

This mechanism concerns some categories of steel and produces a reduction of toughness
when these steels are maintained for a longer time at normal operation temperature of PWRs and
above.

b) Irradiation embrittlement

The neutron flux on the steel of reactor pressure vessel produces the modification of the crystal
lattice and the creation of microscopic defects. This induces increase of the yield strength of the
material which produces increase of the nil-ductility transition temperature and therefore increase
of the risk of fast break at these temperature levels.

This phenomenon is mainly dependent on neutron flux and operating temperature.

Analyses of fast break risk are today largely available based on prediction formula for irradiation
embrittlement. The real embrittlement of the materials is subject to periodic test program.

To conclude this chapter, we shall note that these three effects (generalized damage, localized
damage, evolution of material properties) could interact in some equipments.

Some of these degradation mechanisms have a direct dependence on the conditions and loadings on
equipment. To ensure that acceptable safety requirements are met, it is important to have a good
knowledge of these loadings :

• operating conditions, especially water chemistry which normally gives rise to generalized damage
mechanisms,

• conditions, which involve material embrittlement - for example, neutron irradiation,

• operating transients (change in presure, temperature, flowrate, mechanical effects, ...) which have
an impact on fatigue of components. These transients have been analyzed and taken into account
at the design stage but experience has shown that loadings have sometimes been underestimated,
such as, for instance, thermal stratification in piping, dead leg effects, vibrations in pipes and
components.



2. ANALYSIS OF OPERATING LOADINGS AND AGEING PREDICTION

When degradation modes and their causes have been identified, ageing can be estimated by
monitoring and analyzing the relevant physical parameters. The analysis operating feedback helps to
evaluate the rate of damage growth and therefore to predict the lifetime. If necessary, such an analysis
can indicate where to modify modes of operation in order to reduce loadings on some components.

FRAMATOME has developed, in that field, knowledge and a set of tools for evaluation and prediction of
component ageing :

2.1. TRANSIENTS LOGGING PROCEDURE

The demonstration at design of the integrity towards fatigue damage for the equipments comprises two
steps :

• the establishment of a Design Transients File which includes the list and the description of the
loadings that will affect the equipments during the foreseen lifetime,

• the stresses and fatigue analyses in accordance with the applicable regulation (ASME [1],
RCC-M [2], ...).

The main characteristic of this demonstration is it conservatism.

During the plants operation, it must be verified that this demonstration remains valid. This is the
objective of the transients logging procedure. Its aim is to verify that the operating loadings are less
severe in terms of number and amplitude than the design loadings. In FRANCE, this procedure is
required by the regulation (see partially in RSEM [7]).

The analyzed transients consist in temperature variation, pressure, flowrate evolution in the systems :
these are all parameters which contribute to fatigue damage. They are analyzed as soon as they exceed
given thresholds. For example, this thresholds are 5°C for primary temperature and 10 bars for primary
pressure in the french 900 MWe plants.

The procedure of transients logging includes four steps :

• the identification of a transient (when it exceeds a threshold),

• the affectation of the operating transient to one of the design transients,

• the counting of the occurrences numbers by incrementation of the corresponding occurrence
number,

• the verification that the operating occurrences are less than the at design foreseen occurrences.

The most critical step is the affectation step to a design transient. This needs the use of a comparison
criteria. Two kinds of criteria are today used in FRANCE :

• a functional criteria. An operating transient is affected to one of the design transients when they are
related to the same event, either because the equipments of the system operate on the same
manner, or because the evolutions of the physical parameters (temperature, pressure,...) are similar.
This criteria is useful for characterizing the events and to gain feedback on equipment operation,

• a mechanical criteria. The transients are then compared on their mechanical impact (based for
example on stress level) and not in connection with their origin event. This criteria is also easier for
handling. Its use brings useful informations on real damage rate of the components.



The trench utility, ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE, has been applying a transients logging procedure for
about ten years and has gained a great knowledge and experience [4]. The main lessons learned
hereby are :

• design transients and operating transients are globally in accordance,

• lor some systems, especially auxiliary systems, the observed differences leaded to a modification of
the operation mode and to a revision of the design analyses,

• the functional criteria, which is mainly used, helped to gain an experience feedback of excellent
quality,

• the application of this procedure revealed some difficulties in the details (manual handling, varying
interpretations).

EOF and FRAMATOME develop now a system for automatic transients logging, with simultaneous use
of functional and mechanical criteria. This system will be nextly installed on all the plants in FRANCE.

A transient logging procedure is finally useful for counting the loadings on the equipments with the
basis of those, which have been foreseen at design. It helps therefore to evaluate the ageing towards a
limit in terms of loads. In other words, it helps to account for the consuming of the available transients
stock.

2.2. THE FATIGUEMETER

The fatigue analysis done at design aims to demonstrate that the usage factor in the components is less
than the limiting value 1 on the basis of the foreseen loadings. This usage factor is a criteria
representative of the fatigue damage. Its evaluation is specified in the design codes and requires
particular fatigue curves for each material.

The fatiguemeter is an automatic and real time system to calculate fatigue damage criteria from
measurement of the real loadings.

As shown on figure 6, this computation comprises several steps :

• the acquisition of the physical parameters measured by the existing sensors (pressure, temperature,
flowrate, actuators state, control signals, ...}. As far as possible, this system uses only existing
sensors and does not need additional instrumentation,

• the transients filtering, in order to select the periods where the physical parameters are varying.
Steady states have no influence on fatigue. Transients filtering needs a threshold criteria : the most
simple manner is to apply thresholds directly on the physical parameters ; a more relevant (but less
easy to bring in operation) consists in using thresholds on stress.,

• thermal-hydraulic correlations. The fatiguemeter computes a damage parameter in a critical zone, i.e.
in a heavy loaded zone. The existing instrumentation is usually located in other zones. Thermal
hydraulic correlations provide the loadings at the critical zone from the measured parameters by
doing thermal hydraulic calculations,

• the computation of the stresses which are used in the fatigue analysis. This computation is carried
out by use of preestablished transfer functions or Green's functions. This methodology is more
adapted for real time computation than usual methods (finite elements for example),

• the fatigue analysis based on the specifications of chapter NB 3000 in ASME III, i.e. the same
specifications as the design analyses. The only difference concerns the stress cycles counting
method : a rainflow algorithm is used instead of ASME counting method, since the cycles order
during time is known.



Two prototypes of fatiguemeter are in operation in FRANCE. They have been developed and installed
following a set of tests in the plants. The thermal hydraulic correlations have been established and
validated during these tests. The experience gained during several years of operation shows, on one
side, the feasibility of this system, and on the other side, that fatigue damage is much less than
foreseen at design. The increase of that damage is moreover susceptible to the operation mode.
These conclusions open a perspective for life extension of the reactor's equipments.

A fatiguemeter is able to monitor various damage parameters in critical zones, since the damage law is
known and the governing parameters are measurable : the most used in FRANCE are the crack
initiation parameter, the crack growth, ... This system provides instantaneous value of the damage
parameters, their evolution and also their margin towards allowable limits. These margins are absolute
margins and do not refer to design.

2.3. CRACK RISK ANALYSIS

The regulations impose in-service inspections of the nuclear power unit components that are the most
sensitive from the safety stand-point. These inspections enable detecting potentially dangerous
manufacturing defects (or from several origins).

They can also be performed in zones where the regulations do not require them. In this case, they
serve to detect defects for making possible their repair if deemed necessary. The objective is to avoid
incidents, that may lead to a non scheduled plant shutdown and thus reduce the unit availability.

Decisions to make when defects are detected

When indications of a defect are detected during in-service inspections, various actions are necessary
before restarting the affected unit. The objective is first to determine whether the detected defects
could become dangerous during the service life of the unit. The answer to that question is obtained by
means of significance of defects analysis, which enables determining whether a repair is or is not
necessary. If the response is negative, the unit can be rapidly restarted.

If the response is positive, a repair may be necessary immediately ; or only after the next unit
shutdown. In the first case, immediate determination of a temporary or definitive repair solution is
required, and the repair must be carried out before the unit can be anted up again. In the second case,
at least one year is available to analyse the necessary repair, order the corresponding spare-parts, and
organize the on-site repair operation.

Consequences for the utility

Discovery of an in-service indication can lead to major direct expenses for the operating utility, to restore
the unit to good operating condition. But the amount of the financial losses due to the nonavailability of
the electricity produced by the unit is generally much greater than the amount of the direct repair
expenses.

These losses can accumulate during three successive phases :

• the period during which the significance of defect analyses and the diagnosis are performed,

• the period of time necessary for acceptance of the dossier by the safety authorities,

• if a repair is requested, the period of time during which it is carried out.



Purpose of the defect analysis tool

FRAMATOME's Crack Risk Assessment Computation (CRAC) tool was designed to reduce to a strict
minimum the time necessary :

• for significance of defect analysis and diagnosis of the detected indications,

• for approval of the dossier by the safety authorities.

In other words, the aim consists in providing, for use during in-service inspection, a diagnosis tool, the
utility engineering Division to be able to decide immediately (without carrying out time consuming post-
inspection analysis of defect) whether a delected defect should be repaired or can be left as it stands.

Principles of the CRAC tool

Realization of such a diagnostic tool is made possible, in a first stage, by postulating defects likely to be
encountered during in-service inspection - in a given component, withstanding mechanical sollicitation -
and in a second stage, by calculating the attached defect significance.

Fracture mechanics methods involved

The fracture mechanics principles used in CRAC result from recent progress in the field of industrial
defect analysis. Three types of damage are considered : fatigue crack growth, fast fracture, and plastic
collapse. The first two types can be described in terms of stress and Stress Intensity Factor (SIF); the
third one is expressed according to the net section collapse criterion. The analysis of defect stability
(encompassing fast fracture and plastic collapse) uses the principles of the R6 defined by the CEGB.

Result of crac application

The crac analysis report includes all of the related data, hypotheses, and results. It defines :

• the maximum allowable dimension for each defect shape analyzed in all the normal, upset,
emergency and faulted conditions,

• the time necessary for a crack to propagate until it attains the critical size (see an example on
figure 5).

2.4. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The classical integrity analyses performed at the design stage are very pessimistic : largely
overestimated loadings, pessimistic material properties, factors of safety used for allowable limits,...

The accumulation of such conservatisms on each step of the deterministic application leads to be
unable to give any quantitative estimation of actual safety margins. In some cases, and especially in
Fracture mechanics application (see CRAC applications), deterministic calculations with overall
pessimistic data (lower bound of all the available experimental toughness data, safety factor on the
applied stress intensity factor,...) give unusable results, like critical crack size so low that undetectable.
Moreover, fluctuations of the loads (as shown by the transient logging procedure), variability of the
material properties, unsuitable dimensions, and uncertainties regarding the analytical models of
behaviour all contribute in fact to a generally small probability that the structure does not perform as
intented.

Recently, methods have been developed to deal with the statistical nature of the parameters in a model
and general algorithms for combining these statistical effects into a damage level have emerged.



Failure of a component is then described in terms of one or more limit states. In the mathematical
formulation the limit states are described as surfaces in a parameter space and the parameters and/or
the shape of the surfaces are subjected to statistical variations. The resulting failure probability gives an
estimation of the structural reliability of the component.

Associated computation techniques are of high complexity ; they are based on Monte-Carlo simulation
and its derivates, on FORM optimization methods, on directional simulation, ... Some factors and
behaviour models can also be described in more detail by specific stochastic models (for example : for
the natural loads from wind and earthquakes).

The actual safety margin can then be appreciated by a direct comparison of the current best estimates
on the deterministic design analysis and corresponding probabilistically derived integrity. To further
improve this margin and the confidence in it, additional actions are recommended to reduce the existing
uncertainties (sensitivity analysis can identify critical load or design parameters).

FRAMATOME has achieved tools for probabilistic evaluations and is doing such analyses. The analyses
of the structural integrity of the reactor pressure vessel and of the primary (and secondary) systems will
be an important step in that work. The development of tools is pursued by integration of specific
representations of the loadings and by taking into account the effects of maintenance and in-service
inspection.
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